Reaching the unreached
AIMS

1. Strengthening of the three tire structure
2. New NHG formation to facilitate 100% inclusion of urban poor
3. Enable 100% linkage of NHGs
4. Identification of aspirants of ESTP and SEP
5. Convergence with other govt. programmes such as PMAY/LIFE
6. Need based AAP preparation and funding
ACTIVITIES
State level launching and workshop for finalizing the modalities

16.2.2018
ULB Council Meetings – for sensitizing the ULB council members and to make them proactive
Ward level data of NHGs/ADS for conducting the meeting of their representatives
ADS executive / NHG president & secretary – meeting
Methodology adopted for ensuring 100% inclusion

Social Mapping
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Step – 1
Methodology adopted for ensuring 100% inclusion ...

Consultation Meeting

Focused Group Discussion

Key Informant Interview

Step - 2
Methodology adopted for ensuring 100% inclusion ....

Special NHG meetings

Family mapping of excluded communities

Step – 3
ADS level cross verification & consolidation of data
Data of NHG level Form A / Data at ADS level Form B are entered into the software prepared in-house by MIS specialists of NULM and PMAY.

The entire consolidated data will be ready by the end of the campaign itself.
Expected Output

Number of **excluded families** not part of Kudumbashree

Number of **non active NHGs**

Number of **NEW NHGs** to be formed

Number of **NHGs to be revived**

Number of **NHGs which need to be graded**

Number of **NHGs to be liked** – Linkage loan

Number of People **aspire for ESTP training**

Number of **aspirants for support under SEP**
CDS meeting / CDS action plan / finalization
CDS committee approves the action plan / the approved action plan presents before the ULB council for the final approval
District level consolidation meeting / DMC to chair
Tentative time frame fixed as one month from February 20\textsuperscript{th} to March 19\textsuperscript{th} 2018.
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